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Established in 1961, WestGroupe is family-owned and operated with 
61 years of industry insight. Our mission is to provide unique and superior 
quality eyewear for the fashion-focused consumer. We are driven by our 

commitment to excellent customer service and exceptional products. 

WestGroupe is dedicated to defining future standards in the optical 
industry by developing, creating, and supporting innovative products 
and services that allow our customers to succeed. WestGroupe offers 

a premium selection of international brands in over 40 countries, 
including FYSH, Kliik denmark and Evatik.

 



 

DECORATIVE OPENWORK
With an air of mystery, the Decorative Openwork trend focuses on the 
play between concealing and revealing. Luxe and beautifully decorative, 
this understated yet detailed look is achieved with plenty of texture 
and cutouts, as highlighted by the intricate detailing on FYSH F-3692.
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F-3692



 

SQUARE CHAIN
Inspired by the latest trends in the world of footwear, handbags, and accessories, 
Square Chains add a chic, geometric element, glamming up classic styling with 
their polished metallic hues. Fresh, yet timeless in feel, this trend adds an extra 
touch of boldness to FYSH F-2073. 

F-2073
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F-3696

 

FLOATING FORMS
With its architectural flair, Floating Forms is modern and innovative, breathing new 
life into classic styles. Inspired by the latest jewelry and tech accessory trends, 
molded metal accents create interesting detailing, as seen on FYSH F-3696. 
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F-2082

 

MOSAIC
The artisanal quality of mosaics bring spirited elegance, bold joy, and just a touch 
of stylish absurdity to the 2022 runways. This season’s patchwork-inspired designs 
give classic silhouettes a modern twist and bring together fresh color palettes, 
as seen on FYSH F-2082. 
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F-2074

 

INTO THE GARDEN
The world may have been turned upside down these past few years, but one thing 
thrived: our love of gardening and local living. Into the Garden updates best-selling 
profiles from 2021, adding newness through pattern and detailing that reference 
horticultural themes with bold florals and nature-inspired motifs. The floral-inspired 
patterned acetate used for FYSH F-2074 perfectly captures this feminine trend.
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LUCID LAYERS
With their interesting juxtaposition, the styles inspired by the Lucid Layers trend are 
both delicate and robust. Playing with depth perception and light, FYSH F-2081 
exudes fashion-forward sophistication with its on-trend eye shape and intricately 
layered material.
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F-2081



F-3690 / K-721

 

VERY PERI
Pantone’s Color of the Year is bold and unique, encouraging personal style and 
creativity to shine bright. Not quite blue, but not quite purple, Very Peri feels fresh 
and original, letting us embrace all the new year’s possibilities. 
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JOYFUL EXPRESSION
The perfect alternative to floral motifs, Joyful Expression features strong abstract 
prints in bold colors. Kliik K-711, with its stunning patterned acetate top rim, is sure 
to be popular as consumers look to showcase their individual style with bold style 
statements.
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K-711



K-713 / K-714

 

VIBRANT VACAY
Vacations may have taken a toll these past few years, but 2022’s Vibrant Vacay 
prints and colors are celebratory, bringing the tropics to everyday life. Thanks to 
bright hues and fun motifs, Kliik K-713 and K-714 act as mood-boosters—
the fashion equivalent to rays of sunshine.
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SOFT FOCUS
A sophisticated evolution of the ever-so-popular tie-dye motif, Soft Focus presents 
ombré strokes as blurred patterns in technicolor glory. The tones in the patterned 
acetate of Kliik K-720 are softly saturated, creating a hazy kaleidoscope of color 
brilliance.
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K-720



K-715 / E-9238

 

STRONG BLUE
Brighter blue hues are gaining momentum with their vibrancy and undeniable 
appeal, giving the wearer a sense of great confidence. These fresh tones are 
the perfect pop of color for temple accents.
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SUPER CHARGED BRIGHTS
As consumers search for items that lift their spirits, mood-boosting colors help to 
brighten up their day. The Super Charged Bright trend reinvigorates staple styles 
with bold pops of color as seen on the temples of Kliik K-719 and Evatik E-9239.
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K-719 / E-9239



E-9232

 

TEXTURED TRANSPARENCY
Neutral, eco-inspired colors are enhanced with tactile surfaces in the Textured 
Transparency trend. A fresh take on translucent trims and embellishments, the look 
is easy to wear thanks to an earthy feel and organic charm, as demonstrated by the 
subtle print and muted tones of Evatik E-9232.
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CONNECTED COMPONENTS
Inspired by the latest modular, multi-purpose elements recently seen on jewelry, 
belts, and tech accessories, the Connected Components trend feels utilitarian yet 
refined. The custom hinge on Evatik E-9236 becomes a standout design element, 
elevating the overall design. 
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E-9236



E-9235

 

DISTORTED DYE
An evolution of 80’s acid wash finishes, the Distorted Dye trend features abstract 
motifs and marbled colors for a stylish, surreal effect. A minimalist version of the 
graffiti craze, it offers refined, yet edgy elegance, and is captured perfectly by the 
marbled acetate of Evatik E-9235.
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